BA-BS/MD Application Advising
Comprehensive Application Package
While it is already difficult for many high school students to navigate the complicated college application
process, those who are interested in direct medical programs may feel even more lost as the process is
often longer, more strenuous, and less common. In fact, many guidance counselors have never even
heard of such programs! On top of this, these programs are the most competitive in the country with
acceptance rates lower than those of Ivy League universities and other highly competitive
undergraduate schools. Nevertheless, these programs can be highly rewarding, as students will have a
conditional seat in medical school waiting for them during their undergraduate years.

Acceptance rates for BA/MD and BS/MD programs often range from 1% to 5%

How are our advisors qualified?
All of our advisors have successfully completed the BA-BS/MD application process and have received
several interviews and ultimately were accepted. Some of these programs include Brown PLME,
Northwestern University HPME, University of Rochester REMS, Boston University SMED, Virginia
Commonwealth University GMED, Drexel University, and George Washington University.
At S.T.E.P.S., our advisors will provide personalized attention for each student to help them stand out
from the competition. By thoroughly understanding each applicant’s interests, motivations, and
desires, we will help you find and develop a unique healthcare-related theme for your application
that will set you apart. After your years of hard work, we want to ensure that you successfully climb
the final steps towards earning your acceptance.

This package includes:
-

Conduct an in-depth discussion about school/program preferences and motivations for medicine
Prepare a list of programs uniquely suited for the student
Brainstorm ideas for Why Medicine essay and supplemental essays
Edit “Why Medicine” essay and supplemental essays for up to 8 colleges
Review of applications
Provide guidance for letters of recommendation
Resume tips and editing
Mock interview preparation until you feel ready and confident
Assist with final college decisions
Unlimited email exchanges

